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Brass Ring: a totally gripping and emotional page-turner from
the bestselling author
2020-12-01

what if your long lost sister holds the key to a family secret a much loved gripping novel from the
sunday times top ten bestselling author about two sisters and a heartwrenching secret don t miss the
last house on the street the new book from diane chamberlain claire leads a busy fulfilled and happy life
a life she wouldn t trade for anything but that is about to change for ever when claire fails to prevent a
young woman s suicide the incident seems to trigger something in her forgotten images of a long lost
sister and a childhood she had always remembered as being close to perfection realising that this was
not the case claire runs the risk of uncovering the dark secrets that are locked away in her memories
caught in a complex struggle between the present and past between the man who wants to help her
and the husband who cannot claire must discover the terrible truth for herself unlock the secrets you ll
love to discover with diane chamberlain the storyteller beloved of readers everywhere an excellent read
that will be loved by her fans and anyone who enjoys reading jodi picoult i completely loved this book
jane green totally amazing so powerful and beautifully written i love diane s writing cathy kelly
incredibly moving story rich in character and atmosphere i couldn t put it down susan lewis with
beautifully drawn characters and a string of twists that will keep you guessing right up to the end stylist
chamberlain puts so much grit emotion and drama into her books that it s impossible to stop thinking
about them heat gripping woman home essential reading for jodi picoult fans daily mail

Brass Ring
1997

when claire fails to dissuade a woman from commiting suicide she is traumatized by the experience and
begins to have dreams of her long lost sister in seattle as the sisters struggle with their demons their
two stories collide by the author of keeper of the light

Brass Ring
2010

as she drives home claire harte who runs a rehabilitation center sees a woman jump off a bridge the
suicide sets off a chain of dramatic events including an affair with the suicide victim s brother

The Escape Artist
1998

the author of the highly praised and bestselling novels reflection and brass ring delivers an absorbing
and emotionally charged page turner of one woman s dark past and desperate desire to keep her child
masterfully weaving together the strands of one extraordinary woman s life diane chamberlain creates a
riveting story of betrayal deception and romance a timely human drama torn straight from today s
headlines

The Publishers Weekly
1994



get swept up in this enticing emotional story of family suspense from new york times bestselling author
diane chamberlain her family s cottage on the new jersey shore was a place of freedom and innocence
for julie bauer until her seventeen year old sister isabel was murdered it s been more than forty years
since that august night but julie s memories of her sister s death still shape her world now someone
from her past is raising questions about what really happened that night about julie s own complicity
about a devastating secret her mother kept from them all about the person who went to prison for izzy s
murder and the person who didn t faced with questions and armed with few answers julie must gather
the courage to revisit her past and untangle the complex emotions that led to one unspeakable act of
violence on the bay at midnight originally published in 2005

The Bay at Midnight
2022-04-04

early on the morning of her eleventh birthday on the beach beside her north carolina home daria cato
receives an unbelievable gift from the sea an abandoned newborn baby when the infant s identity
cannot be uncovered she is adopted by daria s loving family but her silent secrets continue to haunt
daria now twenty years later shelly has grown into an unusual ethereal young woman whom daria
continues to protect but when rory taylor a friend from daria s childhood and now a television producer
returns at shelly s request to do a story about the circumstances surrounding her birth something
precarious shifts in the small town of kill devil hills the more questions rory asks the more unsettled the
tiny community becomes as closely guarded secrets and the sins of that long ago summer begin to
surface piece by piece the mystery of summer s child is being exposed a mystery that no one involved
not shelly daria not even rory is prepared to face

Summer's Child
2010-04-01

fans of jodi picoult s style will love how diane chamberlain writes candis the stolen marriage is a
compelling novel from diane chamberlain the bestselling author of the silent sister pretending to dance
and the midwife s confession in 1944 tess demello abruptly ends her engagement to the love of her life
marries a mysterious stranger and moves to hickory north carolina tess s new husband henry kraft is a
secretive man who often stays out all night and tess quickly comes to realize that she is now trapped in
a strange and loveless marriage the people of hickory love and respect henry and see tess as an
outsider treating her with suspicion and disdain what does everyone know about henry that she does
not when a polio epidemic strikes the town taking the lives of some of its children the townspeople band
together to quickly build a polio hospital tess who has a nursing degree bucks henry s wishes and
begins to work at the hospital as henry s actions grow more baffling and alarming by the day can she
untangle her husband s mysterious behaviour and save her own life i love diane s writing cathy kelly
author of the year that changed everything

The Stolen Marriage
2017-10-05

byens hemmeligheder er skjult i et gammelt maleri nu bliver sandheden afdÆkket lag for lag north
carolina 2018 morgan christophers liv og drømme er knust hun sidder fængslet for en forbrydelse hun
ikke har begået lige indtil en mystisk besøgende giver hende et jobtilbud der kan sætte hende fri hun
skal restaurere et gammelt og glemt vægmaleri men efterhånden som restaureringen af maleriet
skrider frem og det ene uhyggelige motiv efter det andet åbenbares begynder morgan at ane uråd
hvilke hemmeligheder gemmer landsbyen på og hvorfor forsvandt den kvindelige kunstner dengang



sporløst north carolina 1940 kunstneren anna dale har desperat brug for arbejde da hun vinder en stor
konkurrence om at male et vægmaleri i posthuset i edenton north carolina takker hun derfor straks ja
men hverdagen i den lille sydstatsby er langt fra idel lykke og snart hvirvles anna ind i sydstatslivet hvor
fordomme stikker dybt blod er tykkere end vand og prisen for at være anderledes kan ende med mord
maleriets hemmelighed er gribende roman om to kvinder der på tværs af tid må trodse modgang og
uretfærdighed for at finde deres egen vej i livet

Maleriets hemmelighed
2022-08-18

bestselling author diane chamberlain delivers a breakout book about a small southern town fifty years
ago and the darkest and most hopeful places in the human heart after losing her parents fifteen year
old ivy hart is left to care for her grandmother older sister and nephew as tenants on a small tobacco
farm as she struggles with her grandmother s aging her sister s mental illness and her own epilepsy she
realizes they might need more than she can give when jane forrester takes a position as grace county s
newest social worker she doesn t realize just how much her help is needed she quickly becomes
emotionally invested in her clients lives causing tension with her boss and her new husband but as jane
is drawn in by the hart women she begins to discover the secrets of the small farm secrets much darker
than she would have guessed soon she must decide whether to take drastic action to help them or risk
losing the battle against everything she believes is wrong set in rural grace county north carolina in a
time of state mandated sterilizations and racial tension necessary lies tells the story of these two young
women seemingly worlds apart but both haunted by tragedy jane and ivy are thrown together and must
ask themselves how can you know what you believe is right when everyone is telling you it s wrong

Necessary Lies
2013-09-03

a shocking disappearance remote virginia wilderness two mothers who will do anything to save their
daughters delve into this gripping thriller by new york times bestselling author diane chamberlain eight
year old sophie donohue just wanted to be like every other little girl which is why her mother janine
reluctantly agreed to let her go on a weekend camping trip in the forests of west virginia but when
janine arrives to pick up sophie after the trip her daughter has disappeared but sophie is no ordinary
eight year old she suffers from a rare disease and janine has recently enrolled her in an experimental
treatment as a last effort to save her life without her medication sophie cannot survive long all her
mother s instincts tell janine that sophie is alive but time is running out deep in the virginia forest
another drama unfolds sophie finds refuge in a remote cabin inhabited by zoe a woman who wants
nothing to do with the child zoe is struggling to save her own daughter from the law and sophie s
presence jeopardizes any chance of that happening she is as determined to save her daughter as janine
is to save sophie and only one of them can succeed previously published

The Courage Tree
2021-09-06

in celebration of the forthcoming novel the silent sister diane chamberlain introduces riley macpherson
in the e short story the broken string as seventeen year old riley macpherson rushes to the side of her
brother who has been gravely injured in iraq she recalls their growing up years when he was her
protector and best friend why did that relationship fall apart she longs for a second chance to connect
with her brother not realizing that family secrets may prevent them from ever having that closeness
again



Library Journal
1994-07

what if your past has caught up with you a well loved and totally unputdownable novel from the sunday
times top ten bestselling author about a woman faced with an unimaginable dilemma reported for
kidnapping her own eleven month old son her face all over the news susanna miller is no longer the kind
of person who can just walk into a police station and ask for help but she desperately needs to if she
doesn t more people are going to die susanna knows that going to the authorities would mean revealing
her identity and watching helplessly as her new life crumbles worst of all it would mean losing custody
of her son trapped in an unthinkable position will susanna act to save lives or protect her own unlock
the secrets you ll love to discover with diane chamberlain the storyteller beloved of readers everywhere
i love diane chamberlain s writing cathy kelly an excellent read that will be loved by her fans and
anyone who enjoys reading jodi picoult i completely loved this book jane green totally amazing so
powerful and beautifully written i love diane s writing cathy kelly incredibly moving story rich in
character and atmosphere i couldn t put it down susan lewis with beautifully drawn characters and a
string of twists that will keep you guessing right up to the end stylist chamberlain puts so much grit
emotion and drama into her books that it s impossible to stop thinking about them heat gripping woman
home essential reading for jodi picoult fans daily mail

The Broken String
2014-08-26

what if the only person you can trust is the last person you should a well loved and gripping read from
the sunday times bestselling author about rumours and old ghosts don t miss the last house on the
street the new novel from diane chamberlain struggling tv reporter carmen perez is desperate her
career is crumbling and everyone around her doubts her ability to cope then jeff cabrio arrives a
mysterious stranger who claims he can douse the small town s spreading wildfires by making it rain the
town has no choice but to trust him but it s clear he s running from something much darker all carmen
has to do is uncover his secret and the story she craves is hers exposing the truth might save carmen s
career but the consequences could be devastating unlock the secrets you ll love to discover with diane
chamberlain the storyteller beloved of readers everywhere an excellent read that will be loved by her
fans and anyone who enjoys reading jodi picoult i completely loved this book jane green totally amazing
so powerful and beautifully written i love diane s writing cathy kelly incredibly moving story rich in
character and atmosphere i couldn t put it down susan lewis with beautifully drawn characters and a
string of twists that will keep you guessing right up to the end stylist chamberlain puts so much grit
emotion and drama into her books that it s impossible to stop thinking about them heat gripping woman
home essential reading for jodi picoult fans daily mail

The Escape Artist: An utterly gripping suspense novel from
the bestselling author
2019-12-31

the discovery of a mother s journal unlocks a long held family secret from the sunday times bestselling
author of the last house on the street this classic gripping novel will keep you reading through the night
actress eden riley s glamorous life is far from what it seems her marriage is failing and her career is
spiralling out of control she knows nothing of her late mother and returning to her childhood home in
search of answers seems like the perfect way to escape but when she finds her mother s journal and
delves into the past eden discovers truths that are darker than she ever could have imagined it seems
that everyone has a secret but will eden ever come to terms with the truth unlock the secrets you ll love



to discover with diane chamberlain the storyteller beloved of readers everywhere impossible to stop
thinking about heat magazine an excellent read that will be loved by her fans and anyone who enjoys
reading jodi picoult i completely loved this book jane green totally amazing so powerful and beautifully
written i love diane s writing cathy kelly incredibly moving story rich in character and atmosphere i
couldn t put it down susan lewis with beautifully drawn characters and a string of twists that will keep
you guessing right up to the end stylist gripping woman home essential reading daily mail

Fire and Rain: A scorching, page-turning novel you won't be
able to put down
2019-12-31

what if the person you trusted most was hiding something from you a classic gripping read from the
sunday times bestselling author of intrigue and buried secrets held responsible for the terrible tragedy
of september 1973 rachel huber knows her return to the small pennsylvania town of reflection twenty
years after she left is not at all welcome time may have moved on but the town s opinion of rachel has
not people continue to blame her for her part in that day s horrific events and having returned to look
after her grandmother it suits rachel to keep herself to herself but reflection is a town where secrets
shimmer beneath the surface and rachel s arrival acts as a catalyst for long buried truths to come to
light unlock the secrets you ll love to discover with diane chamberlain the storyteller beloved of readers
everywhere an excellent read that will be loved by her fans and anyone who enjoys reading jodi picoult i
completely loved this book jane green totally amazing so powerful and beautifully written i love diane s
writing cathy kelly incredibly moving story rich in character and atmosphere i couldn t put it down susan
lewis with beautifully drawn characters and a string of twists that will keep you guessing right up to the
end stylist chamberlain puts so much grit emotion and drama into her books that it s impossible to stop
thinking about them heat gripping woman home essential reading for jodi picoult fans daily mail

Secret Lives: the discovery of an old journal unlocks a secret
in this gripping emotional page-turner from the bestselling
author
2019-12-31

if you re a fan of jodi picoult you ll love diane chamberlain s the first lie an original ebook short story
companion to necessary lies it s 1958 in rural north carolina where thirteen year old ivy hart lives with
her grandmother and sister on a tobacco farm as tenant farmers ivy and her family don t have much
freedom though she and her best friend henry often sneak away in search of adventure but everything
changes when ivy s teenage sister gives birth refusing to reveal the identity of the baby s father soon
ivy finds herself unravelling a dark web of family secrets and trying to make sense of her ever evolving
life in the segregated south

Reflection: An absolutely gripping and moving page-turner
you won't want to miss
2019-12-31

molly arnette is very good at keeping secrets she lives in san diego with a husband she adores and they
are trying to adopt a baby because they can t have a child on their own but the process of adoption
brings to light many questions about molly s past and her family the family she left behind in north
carolina twenty years before the mother she says is dead but who is very much alive the father she



adored and whose death sent her running from the small community of morrison s ridge her own birth
mother whose mysterious presence in her family raised so many issues that came to a head the
summer of twenty years ago changed everything for molly and as the past weaves together with the
present story molly discovers that she learned to lie in the very family that taught her about pretending
if she learns the truth about her beloved father s death can she find peace in the present to claim the
life she really wants told with diane chamberlain s compelling prose and gift for deft exploration of the
human heart pretending to dance is an exploration of family lies and the complexities of both

The First Lie: A short story
2013-06-04

the silent sister is a gripping novel from diane chamberlain the bestselling author of the midwife s
confession what if everything you believed turned out to be a lie riley macpherson is returning to her
childhood home in north carolina a place that holds cherished memories while clearing out the house
she finds a box of old newspaper articles and a shocking family secret begins to unravel riley has spent
her whole life believing that her older sister lisa died tragically as a teenager but now she s starting to
uncover the truth her life has been built on a foundation of lies told by everyone she loved lisa is alive
alive and living under a new identity but why exactly was she on the run all those years ago and what
secrets are being kept now as riley tries to separate reality from fiction her discoveries call into question
everything she thought she knew about her family can she find the strength inside herself to decide her
future incredibly gripping and emotionally powerful the silent sister is perfect for fans of jodi picoult and
liane moriarty a companion short story featuring riley the broken string is available in ebook

Pretending to Dance
2015-10-06

my heart was in my mouth as i raced through it you have to read this one clare mackintosh you will be
gripped and moved by the powerful unputdownable new novel from sunday times and new york times
bestselling author diane chamberlain taut compelling and moving sunday times bestseller adele parks
platinum magazine both powerful and page turning sunday times bestseller cathy kelly diane
chamberlain is at her absolute best nyt bestseller sally hepworth a street where the neighbours are
always watching a family s secret lies behind closed doors 1965 a young white female student becomes
involved in the fight for civil rights in north carolina falling in love with one of her fellow activists a black
man in a time and place where an interracial relationship must be hidden from family friends and
especially the reemerging ku klux klan as tensions rise in the town she realises not everyone is who
they appear to be 2010 a recently widowed architect moves into the home she and her late husband
designed heartbroken that he will never cross the threshold but when disturbing things begin to happen
it s clear that someone is sending her a warning who is trying to frighten her away and why decades
later past and present are set to collide in the last house on the street a mystery that will keep you
turning those pages well past lights out woman home thoughtful vivid storytelling good housekeeping
top ten books to read this month i loved how past and present connections were revealed prima
sensitively and unflinchingly told this novel will make you cry seethe swoon and rage i ve loved every
book diane chamberlain has written but the last house on the street is without doubt is her masterpiece
sally hepworth nyt bestselling author of the good sister diane chamberlain elegantly braids together two
stories set apart by history to render this taut edge of your seat tale of two women as compelling as it is
important the novel s focus will no doubt make it a favorite amongst book clubs everywhere chandler
baker nyt bestselling author of whisper network real readers can t stop talking about the last house on
the street had me guessing right to the end highly recommend some stories just stay with you this will
stay with me diane chamberlain has done it again it s another unputdownable read the ending was
great a wonderful climax hooks you in from the start and is full of unpredictable twists and turns i found



this book to be completely gripping and i absolutely adored it excellent page turner it s the sort of book
you go to sleep thinking about when you ve read the last chapter for the evening highly recommend a
stunning powerful emotional and immersive read chamberlain is a powerful storyteller and i could not
put this book down as per usual diane pulled out all the stops fantastic style of writing as always it
pulled me from the very start and had me guessing all the way through i really liked the two strong
women featured in this novel i loved it

The Silent Sister
2014-10-09

fans of jodi picoult s style will love how diane chamberlain writes candis big lies in a small town by the
internationally bestselling author diane chamberlain is a sweeping novel about two women connected
by a painting that holds many dark secrets north carolina 2018 morgan christopher s life has been
derailed taking the fall for a crime she did not commit she finds herself serving a three year stint in the
north carolina women s correctional centre her dream of a career in the arts is put on hold until a
mysterious visitor makes her an offer that will see her released immediately her assignment restore an
old post office mural in a sleepy southern town what she finds under the layers of grime is a painting
that tells the story of madness violence and a conspiracy of small town secrets north carolina 1940 anna
dale an artist from new jersey wins a national contest to paint a mural for the post office in edenton
north carolina alone in the world and desperate for work she accepts but what she doesn t expect is to
find herself immersed in a town where prejudices run deep where people are hiding secrets behind
closed doors and where the price for being different might just end in murder what happened to anna
dale are the clues hidden in the decrepit mural can morgan overcome her own demons to discover what
exists beneath the layers of lies

The Last House on the Street: This family's secret won't stay
hidden for ever...
2022-01-20

the arrival of gina higgins a mysterious stranger who is determined to restore kiss river s historic
nineteenth century lighthouse profoundly impacts the lives of lacey o neill and her brother clay

Big Lies in a Small Town
2020-01-09

longlisted for the bridport novel award in beautifully rendered prose a mother and a daughter struggle
as outsiders in baghdad and london in this intergenerational drama set against a background of political
tension and intrigue who would be charmed by tales of life in the beautiful old house on the banks of the
tigris looted now no doubt its shutters torn and the courtyard strewn with mattresses one night in 2003
anglo iraqi psychiatrist mona haddad has a surprise visitor to her london office an old acquaintance
duncan claybourne but why has he come will his confession finally lay bare what happened to her family
before they escaped iraq their stories begin in 1937 when mona s mother diane a lively englishwoman
newly married to ibrahim an ambitious iraqi doctor meets duncan by chance diane is working as a
nanny for the iraqi royal family duncan is a young british embassy officer in baghdad when the king dies
in a mysterious accident ibrahim and his family suspect diane of colluding with duncan and the british
summoning up the vanished world of mid twentieth century baghdad elizabeth loudon s richly evocative
story of one family calls into question british attitudes and policies in iraq and offers up a penetrating
reflection on cross cultural marriage and the lives of women caught between different worlds



Kiss River
2011-11-22

chamberlain tells the story of a woman who rebuilds her life years after witnessing the murder of her
mother when the murderer comes up for parole lacey o neill s thoughts return to that tragic episode and
to the mother she never really knew reissue

The British National Bibliography
1995

one afternoon single mother sara weston says that she s going to the store and never returns in her
absence she leaves her teenage son alone with his damaged past and a legacy of secrets keith weston
nearly lost his life in an act of arson he survived but with devastating physical and emotional scars
without his mother he has no one to help him heal no money nothing to live for but the medications that
numb his pain isolated and angry his hatred has one tight focus his half sister maggie lockwood
nineteen year old maggie lockwood spent a year in prison for the acts that led up to the fire now she s
back home but her release cannot free her from the burden of guilt she carries she grew up with keith
weston played with him as a child and recently learned they share the same father now the person keith
despises most is the closest thing he has to family until sara returns if sara returns

A Stranger in Baghdad
2023-05-16

fifteen year old andy lockwood is special others notice the way he blurts out anything that comes into
his mind how he cannot foresee consequences that he s more child than teenager but his mother sees a
boy with a heart as open and wide as the ocean laurel lockwood lost her son once through neglect she s
spent the rest of her life determined to make up for her mistakes and she s succeeded in becoming a
committed protective parent maybe even overprotective still she loosens her grip just enough to let
andy attend a local church social a decision that terrifies her when the church is consumed by fire but
andy survives and remarkably saves other children from the flames laurel watches as andy basks in the
role of unlikely hero and the world finally sees her andy the sweet boy she knows as well as her own
heart but when the suspicion of arson is cast upon andy laurel must ask herself how well she really
knows her son and how far she ll go to keep her promise to protect him forever

Her Mother's Shadow
2012-10-16

secret lives is a touching and sensitively written novel of interwoven narratives by bestselling author
diane chamberlain disillusioned actress eden riley leaves a life of hollywood glamour and a broken
marriage to return to her mother s childhood home in rural virginia eden is full of questions about her
mother a famous children s author who died when eden was very young on her search for answers eden
meets the handsome yet mysterious ben alexander an archaeologist and friend of her uncle but ben has
his own demons and a secret that threatens to destroy their newfound happiness eden must make a
heart breaking decision as she struggles to lay the ghosts of the past to rest and come to terms with her
own future



Secrets She Left Behind
2009-06-01

a community s past sins rise to the surface in new york times bestselling author diane chamberlain s the
last house on the street when two women a generation apart find themselves bound by tragedy and an
unsolved decades old mystery 1965 growing up in the well to do town of round hill north carolina ellie
hockley was raised to be a certain type of proper southern lady enrolled in college and all but engaged
to a bank manager ellie isn t as committed to her expected future as her family believes she s chosen to
spend her summer break as a volunteer helping to register black voters but as ellie follows her ideals
fighting for the civil rights of the marginalized her scandalized parents scorn her efforts and her
neighbors reveal their prejudices and when she loses her heart to a fellow volunteer ellie discovers the
frightening true nature of the people living in round hill 2010 architect kayla carter and her husband
designed a beautiful house for themselves in round hill s new development shadow ridge estates it was
supposed to be a home where they could raise their three year old daughter and grow old together
instead it s the place where kayla s husband died in an accident a fact known to a mysterious woman
who warns kayla against moving in the woods and lake behind the property are reputed to be haunted
and the new home has been targeted by vandals leaving threatening notes and kayla s neighbor ellie
hockley is harboring long buried secrets about the dark history of the land where her house was built
two women two stories both on a collision course with the truth no matter what that truth may bring to
light in diane chamberlain s riveting powerful novel about the search for justice

Before the Storm
2013-03-01

a short story from diane chamberlain the bestselling author of the midwife s confession and necessary
lies some secrets need to be told as a child riley always suspected there was a secret her parents and
brother protected her from a secret that ruined the bond between her and her brother and threatened
to tear her family apart now seventeen years old riley is flying out to visit her brother danny who has
been wounded whilst fighting in iraq and she s is determined to find out what this secret is but will
uncovering the truth bring her and her brother together again and give her the answers she craves or
will it simply lead to more questions diane chamberlain s the broken string features the main character
from the full length novel the silent sister this riveting short story is perfect for fans of liane moriarty
and jodi picoult

Secret Lives
2013-09-26

valle rosa a small drought weary town in southern california is under destruction from deadly wildfires
into the midst of this crisis rolls a handsome stranger calling himself jeff cabrio who claims he can cure
the town s troubles by making it rain but cabrio s entrance into the community brings more than just
potential rain and it s not long before the residents interests turn from the weather to their mysterious
neighbour for tragedy afflicted sculptress mia tanner cabrio unearths old wounds and new loves for
struggling journalist carmen perez cabrio brings the possibility of revitalizing her career by uncovering
the truth about him and former major league player chris garrett is offered the chance to come to terms
with the demise of his career as a professional baseball pitcher as three lives become irrevocably
entwined it s not long before each is forced to face the ghosts of their past



The Last House on the Street
2022-01-11

The Broken String: A short story
2014-11-06

it is not just in recent years newspapers have carried headlines of those dishonoring the uniform by
raping innocent civilians fellow students at academies trainees or fellow service members savage
beatings sodomy rape cruelty mistreatment and murder are just part of the headlines that reach all the
way up to the top commanding officers and generals when these heinous crimes are tolerated unity and
the very integrity of the services suffer this historical account conduct unbecoming along with this
author s own history will awaken a sleeping nation to how its women have continued to suffer in the
armed services follow this author through her expose of rape torture and corruption by her own military
commanders to her struggles with post traumatic stress disorder and the kabuki dance with the
adversarial veterans administration of denials cruelty and retraumatization she courageously fought evil
and prevailed a military culture that perpetuates conduct unbecoming causes a disconnect from the
military s mission and those who would serve honorably allowing moral turpitude to go underground to
the extent that it has adversely affects good order and discipline and brings dishonor on the military
organizations these men serve this author refuses to be silenced for behavior that has continued nearly
four decades unabated

Fire and Rain
2013-09-26

lose yourself in this captivating tale of love and betrayal lies and forgiveness from new york times
bestselling author diane chamberlain dr olivia simon is on duty in the emergency room of north carolina
s outer banks hospital when a gunshot victim is brought in midway through the desperate effort to save
the young woman s life olivia realizes who she is annie o neill the woman olivia s husband paul is in love
with when annie dies on the operating table she leaves behind three other victims alec o neill who
thought he had the perfect marriage paul whose fixation on annie is unshakable and olivia who is
desperate to understand the woman who destroyed her marriage now they are left with unanswered
questions about who annie really was and about the secrets she kept hidden so well originally published
in 2011

Cypress Point
2009-05-01

secrets at the beach house was first published in 1989 by diane chamberlain as private relations this
updated edition contains an added epilogue joining the characters 25 years later to complete this
enduring tale of love and friendship welcome to the chapel house an old oceanfront mansion where a
group of close friends share their hopes and dreams and where love is sometimes an unexpected guest
recovering from her recent divorce kit sheridan finds a safe haven in the grand jersey shore mansion
but her stay there soon becomes complicated when she falls for cole perelle a young doctor staying at
the beach house working in the public relations team at the hospital brings her into constant contact
with him both at home and at work cole however has set his heart on another estelle s beauty and high
flying ways are difficult to compete with but as secrets from the past come to the surface the lives of
the chapel house residents are about to change forever



VFW Auxiliary
1995

from a new york times bestselling author a surprisingly thoughtful and compelling tale about the
decision a single father makes to protect his child publishers weekly four years ago nineteen year old
travis brown made a choice to raise his newborn daughter on his own while most of his friends were out
partying and meeting girls travis was at home changing diapers and worrying about keeping food on the
table but he s never regretted his decision bella is the light of his life the reason behind every move he
makes and so far she is fed cared for safe but when travis loses his construction job and his home the
security he s worked so hard to create for bella begins to crumble then a miracle a job in raleigh has the
power to turn their fortunes around it has to but when travis arrives in raleigh there is no job only an
offer to participate in a onetime criminal act that promises quick money and no repercussions with
nowhere else to turn travis must make another choice for his daughter s sake even if it means he might
lose her praise for the midwife s confession by diane chamberlain a complex heart wrenching tale a jodi
picoult like story line yanked from the most shocking of headlines each scene and character should grab
readers and keep them eagerly turning pages right up to the startling climax booklist a compelling tale
of friendship and motherhood told with compassion and vivid honesty chamberlain takes the reader on
a taut journey filled with secrets heartbreak and the power of hope impossible to put down heather
gudenkauf new york times bestselling author of the overnight guest

Conduct Unbecoming
2013-04

together for the first time in one box set the acclaimed and captivating trilogy of family saga love and
discovery by new york times bestselling author diane chamberlain keeper of the light when annie o neill
dies on dr olivia simon s operating table she leaves behind three other victims alec o neill who thought
he had the perfect marriage olivia s husband paul whose fixation on annie is unshakable and olivia who
is desperate to understand the woman who destroyed her marriage now they are left with unanswered
questions about who annie really was and about the secrets she kept hidden so well kiss river separated
by a continent from her child gina higgins comes to kiss river with little more than a desperate plan she
is determined that the historic lens of the lighthouse holds the key to her future but in a recent storm it
sunk to the bottom of the ocean her quest to raise it draws in clay o neill who lives in the old light
keeper s house with his sister lacey but the lighthouse holds a secret that none of them can anticipate
her mother s shadow when lacey o neill finally learns the shattering truth about the mother she s spent
a decade emulating the foundation of her life begins to crumble then her closest childhood friend dies
leaving her teenage daughter mackenzie in lacey s care and lacey unwillingly finds herself in the role of
mother uprooted mackenzie hates her new home but the person who could understand her best might
be the one she resents most lacey

Keeper of the Light
2019-02-11

Secrets at the Beach House
2018-08-09



The Good Father
2019-09-16

The Complete Keeper Trilogy
2019-05-13

Cosmopolitan
1994-10
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